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More than 100k
jobs now at risk
in hospitality
industry, new
report warns

‘Living with
Covid-19?
We’re being
dominated
by it’

● Analysis says 63% of pub, hotel and

More than 100,000 jobs are
under immediate threat in the
hospitality sector, the government has been warned in a
stark report detailing a looming unemployment crisis.
A new industry analysis
presented to officials, and seen
by the Business Post, claims that
63 per cent (114,000) of the
179,200 jobs in pubs, restaurants and hotels are at risk of
being lost permanently by the
end of the year.
Friday’s announcement of
new restrictions for Dublin
shuttered most hospitality
businesses in the capital and
cautioned 1.4 million people
from leaving the county. It
has led to panic within the
sector that many businesses
will be unable to recover from

the disruption of the last six
months.
The report detailing the
threat to hospitality jobs was
commissioned by the Drinks
Industry Group of Ireland
(DIGI), which represents bars,
restaurant and hotel associations.
It was carried out by Anthony Foley, a senior lecturer
in the DCU school of business,
and presented to officials in
the Department of Finance
and Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform at
a meeting last week.
Hospitality accounts for
7.6 per cent of Ireland’s total employment and the industry has been devastated
by the economic and social
restrictions implemented in
an effort to stop the spread
of Covid-19.
Many firms have been
denied business interrup-

tion payments from insurers, can no longer pay rent,
and half have taken on debt
of €30,000 or more to meet
staff wages and buy personal
protective equipment or perspex screens.
The research found that
114,000 jobs could be lost
unless there are immediate
support measures instituted
by the government.
Foley concluded that 15 to
24 year-olds would be most
affected as 36,300 of the
jobs under threat were held
by the youngest workers in
the economy. The government
has been warned that the
recovery from the pandemic induced recession would
hit younger workers harder,
and Foley’s report details how
regions around the country
could be devastated by youth
unemployment.
Women would also be

The prospect of a cut in capital
gains tax in the budget now
appears remote, amid opposition to the move from the
Green Party.
Fianna Fáil had promised to
reduce the rate of capital gains
tax from 33 per cent to 25 per
cent over five years during the
general election campaign,
while Fine Gael had promised
to review the rate.
Both parties managed to
get a commitment to “review capital gains tax rates in
each budget over the next five
years” into the programme for
government.
But their plans to cut the
rates in the July stimulus
were dropped due to opposition from the Greens, who
feared that it could be seen

as rewarding wealthier individuals.
It is understood that the
Green Party’s position has not
changed ahead of the forthcoming budget on October
13. “The Greens don’t like it,”
said a senior Fine Gael source.
Capital gains tax is charged
on any profits from the sale
of assets such as land, housing, commercial property or
shares. However, a person's
home is exempt from capital
gains tax when they sell it.
The government’s Tax
Strategy Group has outlined
options such as a temporary
cut in the rate to provide
an economic stimulus, or a
long-term cut which would
be paid for by reducing other tax reliefs. It has said that
every 1 per cent reduction in
the capital gains tax rate will

cost €32 million
The Small Firms Association has been putting pressure
on government for a cut in the
33 per cent rate, saying that it
is one of the highest amongst
developed economies.
It has argued that this
would make the benefits of
investing in a business more
attractive by increasing the
returns available to owners
and investors.
The Tax Strategy Group said
that a cut to the capital gains
tax could boost exchequer
revenues by increasing sales
in assets. But it said there were
doubts about the “potential
level of additional yield” and
how long it would last.
“Additionally, the current
economic environment may
increase the uncertainty
around any potential exche-

Facebook fears that a ruling by the Data Protection
Commission could force it
to pull its social media platforms from Europe, High
Court filings show.
The social media giant does not believe the
watchdog will overturn a
preliminary ruling banning
the transfer of personal data
from EU citizens to servers
in the US.
In the filings, Facebook
sharply criticised the Data
Protection Commission's
handling of the case, and
said that if the order is enforced, it may no longer be
able to operate Facebook or
Instagram in the EU.
Full story: page 3

more affected, as 56 per cent
of accommodation and food
services (AFS) workers are
female.
The report found that
33,300 of the 52,300 AFS jobs
sector in Dublin could be lost
without additional support
measures, such as the lowering of alcohol excise duty
proposed by DIGI.
In the mid-east,16,000 of
the 26,100 AFS jobs could
be lost. In the midlands, it is
5,600 of 8,800; in the midwest, 8,400 of 13,200; in the
west, 10,600 of 16,700; in the
south-west, 19,100 of 30,100;
in the south-east, 10,600 of
16,700; and in the border area,
9,700 of 15,200.
In terms of youth unemployment, Dublin could see
10,600 people lose their jobs,
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As part of World Alzheimer’s Day on September 21st
mytelehealth.info are offering a confidential,
free Alzheimer’s test with every Health Clinic booking
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The earlier Alzheimer’s Disease is diagnosed the more
options you have available. You may discover your symptoms
are not related to Alzheimer’s at all and that they respond to
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Capital gains tax cut unlikely in
budget as Greens ‘don’t like it’
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restaurant jobs could be lost
● Taoiseach: ‘We will change pandemic
unemployment payment rate if needed’
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Facebook
warns it
may pull
out of EU
over ruling
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quer impact,” it said.
The rate of capital gains
tax was cut to 20 per cent by
former minister for finance
Charlie McCreevy in 1997,
but was increased four times
during the economic crisis
and reached the 33 per cent
level in 2012.
It comes as government
ministers are putting together
their requests for extra funding to cope with the demands
of Covid-19 and a possible nodeal Brexit.
The Business Post understands that the overall budget
package being spoken of in
government is around €4.5
billion to deliver on election
promises to improve the
health service, tackle the
housing crisis and step up
action on climate change.
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Facebook fears ruling may force it to
pull social media platforms from EU
Court filings
show tech
giant doesn’t
believe it can
convince Data
Protection
Commission
to overturn
preliminary
ruling that bans
transfer of data
from EU to US

Under fire:
Data Protection
Commissioner
Helen Dixon

Stuart Isett

for Fortune

BY AARON ROGAN

Facebook fears that a ruling
by the Data Protection Commission (DPC) could force it to
pull its social media platforms
from Europe, High Court filings show.
The social media giant said
it did not believe it could convince the watchdog to overturn a preliminary ruling
banning the transfer of personal data from EU citizens
to servers in the US. The ban
was prompted by concerns
about American intelligence
agencies.
In the filings which detail
the gravity of the situation,
Facebook Ireland said that if
the DPC order was enforced
it might no longer be able to
operate either Facebook or
Instagram in the EU and that
410 million users would be
affected.
Yvonne Cunnane, Facebook Ireland’s head of data
protection and associate
general counsel, sharply criticised the watchdog
in her affidavit seeking to
quash the preliminary order
and accused the authority of

reaching a conclusion before
investigating.
She made a number of serious accusations about the
handling of the matter by the
office led by Helen Dixon,
including claiming that the
outcome had been prejudged,
legal process had not been followed and that Facebook was
being singled out for scrutiny.
Cunnane said Facebook believed the DPC would “give
little weight” to submissions
from the company, defending
its current position, and that
“they will not dislodge, or

be capable of dislodging, the
view which has already been
arrived at”. She also complained that the three weeks’
notice given to Facebook to
respond was insufficient.
She said that in the event
that the transfer of data to the
US was banned, as proposed
by the DPC, “it is not clear to
[Facebook] how, in those circumstances, it could continue
to provide the Facebook and
Instagram services in the EU”.
She said that Dixon had
been named as the sole decision maker in the investi-

gative and adjudicative stages
of the inquiry which Cunnane
said raised concerns about the
“inadequacy” and independence of the ultimate decision
making.
The DPC issued Facebook
with a preliminary order
earlier this month to stop
transatlantic transfers of data
following a long-running legal action which resulted in a
Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) ruling in July.
If made permanent, it could
set a precedent that would
significantly alter how digi-

TikTok goes on hiring binge,
boosting staff numbers to 400
BY KILLIAN WOODS

TikTok, the embattled social
media giant, has ramped up
hiring at its Irish operation,
taking on hundreds of staff
and poaching senior talent
from Facebook’s Dublin office.
Last January, TikTok announced that it would open
its Europe, Middle East and
Africa (Emea) headquarters
in Dublin and create 100
jobs. However the company,
owned by the Chinese tech
giant Bytedance, now has
over 400 employees here,
according to data produced
by LinkedIn Sales Navigator.

Roughly half of TikTok’s
400 staff in Ireland have
joined in the past 90 days
alone. The majority of these
recent hires will work in the
quality assurance division,
monitoring content posted
on the platform.
TikTok has also poached
experienced staff from a
number of other big players
in the Dublin tech scene. Five
of its most senior hires have
come from Facebook, and
it has also lured staff from
LinkedIn and Accenture.
One key hire this year was
Cormac Keenan, previously director of community
operations at Facebook in

Dublin. Keenan, now head
of trust and safety at TikTok
in Dublin, will lead the Emea
headquarters.
In addition to its sizeable
content moderator section,
TikTok has built up a large
business development team
in Ireland which will be responsible for generating sales.
A spokesman said the company was not in a position to
comment on its plans for the
Irish market, but the Business
Post understands it plans to
hire hundreds more staff this
year.
Last week, the Irish Times
reported that TikTok had
weighed up plans to grow its

Irish office up to a 5,000-employee operation. It was reported the firm had asked
commercial property consultants to help it find up to
46,451 square metres of office space. In August, TikTok
confirmed it would open a
data centre in Ireland in the
coming years.
TikTok’s rapid expansion
here comes as US authorities
are threatening to remove the
app from app stores over privacy concerns. The potential
ban comes after Oracle, a US
tech giant, reached a deal to
acquire TikTok’s US operation
and spin it out into a separate
company.

‘Unwelcome’ US tourists put off
visiting Ireland, say travel firms
BY KILLIAN WOODS

Dozens of US tourist groups
planning trips to Ireland next
year are considering cancelling their visits due to perceived anti-American sentiment, tour operators have
said.
In July, media reports in
Ireland and the US cited alleged instances of American
tourists travelling to Ireland
on holiday and flouting
quarantine rules. A report
that appeared in the New
York Times, titled ‘Ireland
has a new coronavirus fear:
Americans who flout quarantine’, said Irish businesses had
turned away American tourists who had visited Ireland
after lockdown measures had
been lifted.
Rachel Gaffney, who is
based in Texas, operates a
travel business that assists
US tourists with planning
trips to Ireland. She said 25
groups she dealt with this year
have asked her directly about
anti-American sentiment in
Ireland.

The groups had postponed all my deposits back I’ll cantheir trips until 2021 due to cel’, ‘I’m hearing we’re not
Covid-19 restrictions, but she welcome over there’, and ‘I’m
said they were considering hearing Italy might be a better
cancelling due to perceived option’.”
anti-American sentiment and
The groups considering
going on holiday to a different cancelling trips to Ireland
European destination.
range in size, according to
“When I spoke to these
Gaffney.
clients in July, they
“One is a group of 19 people, who were meant to
said they wanted
come over in May. That
to wait till August
was meant to be postor September to
poned to next May and
make a decision
on their plans for
now they are second
next year. Over
guessing whether
the last couto come. I’ve
ple of weeks,
got eight golfwhen I’m
ers who were
meant to come
on phone
calls, Zoom
in July of this
calls and
year. They
emails
moved the
with clitrip to next
ents I’m
year and are
seeing resisnow thinktance about
ing about not
coming at all.”
next year,”
Ginger AarGaffney
said.
ons, opera“They’re
tor of Time
Travel Tours
telling me: Rachel Gaffney: client groups
‘If I can get are getting cold feet
in Mayo, said

she had observed a similar
trend with her US clients.
“Someone who is organising a group of 12 to come
over next year asked me
about sentiment in Ireland
towards Americans. These are
the wealthy travellers who
spend a lot of money. When
they hear anti-American
sentiment, they’re telling me
they will go somewhere else.”
In July, many Irish businesses in the tourism and
hospitality sector posted on
social media about turning
away American tourists who
were allegedly flouting quarantine rules.
Simon Coveney, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, said
at the time that relatively few
people were arriving in Ireland on flights from the US.
He added that of the 200 to
250 people a day arriving from
the US, the vast majority were
“Irish people coming home”.
According to the Central
Statistics Office, residents of
the US and Canada accounted
for 22 per cent of all visitors
to Ireland last year.

Facebook
claimed the
outcome had
been prejudged
. . . and that
it was being
singled out

tal trade and internet services
operate in the EU.
The CJEU ruled that Privacy
Shield, the main transatlantic
data transfer deal agreed between Brussels and Washington, was invalid due to concerns about US surveillance
brought to light by Edward
Snowden’s claims about the
National Security Agency.
The judges upheld the validity of the transfer mechanism known as standard
contractual clauses (SCCs)
but said they were only appropriate where European us-

ers’ data could be adequately
protected, which is not the
case in the US, according to
the CJEU.
Cunnane complained in
the court filings that Facebook was being singled out
as there were no similar investigations open into other
companies that handle data
in the same way.
She said that if Facebook
alone was forced to stop
transferring data to the US, it
would create a “serious distortion of competition”.
She said Facebook’s “ap-

prehension” about the DPC’s
handling of the case was reinforced by a letter sent to Max
Schrems, the privacy activist
who made the original complaint to the watchdog.
Schrems has said that he
believes the only way Facebook can comply with the
order is to split its business
in two, which would upend
its business model that relies
on collating data centrally for
advertisers.
“They’re not going to do
that without heaven and
hell moving onto them,” he
told the TechCrunch website
recently.
“They know that without
fundamentally restructuring
the whole system they will
never be able to comply with
any of this. So they don’t.”
Cunnane said that the DPC
was acting unlawfully in its
handling of the case and that
Facebook did not believe it
would get a fair hearing when
it responded to requests for
information.
In its action, Facebook
wants orders quashing the
DPC’s preliminary draft decision and various declarations
including that the DPC has
acted unlawfully.
Permission to bring the
challenge was granted, on an
ex-parte basis, by Mr Justice
Charles Meenan last Monday.
The judge also put a stay
on the DPC’s probe pending
the outcome of the action but
said the DPC could apply, on
notice to Facebook, to seek
to have that stay lifted. The
matter will return before the
court in November.
The Office of the Data
Protection Commissioner
declined to comment. The
office has the power to fine
companies in breach of the
EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation up to 4 per cent of
their annual revenue, which
in Facebook’s case would be
$2.8 billion.
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Facebook merely ‘sending a signal’
as it takes data watchdog to court
A report in the
Business Post last
Sunday about
Facebook filing
papers in the High
Court relating to
a ruling by the
Data Protection
Commissioner
gained legs on the
internet, and Nick
Clegg, Facebook’s VP
of global affairs, set
out to fight the fire

Aaron
Rogan

L

ast Tuesday, Nick Clegg began fighting what Facebook
believed was damaging
misinformation spreading
around the internet.
The former deputy British prime minister, who is
now Facebook’s vice-president of global
affairs was not concerned about interference in the US presidential elections, but
rather the Facebook legal team’s rebuke
to the Irish Data Protection Commissioner (DPC).
The Business Post revealed last Sunday
that the company had filed papers with
the High Court warning that it may no
longer be able to operate either Facebook or Instagram in the EU because of
a preliminary DPC order that banned
the transfer of data to servers in the US.
“In the event that [Facebook] were
subject to a complete suspension of the
transfer of users’ data to the US, as appears to be what the DPC proposes, it is
not clear to [Facebook] how, in those circumstances, it could continue to provide
the Facebook and Instagram services
in the EU,” Yvonne Cunnane, Facebook
Ireland’s head of data protection and
associate general counsel, said.
The story was picked up by Reuters
news agency and, the internet being the
way it is, it went through a click-bait
chain of Chinese whispers until what
emerged were reports that Facebook was
threatening to leave the EU unless the
law was changed.
This led to many users of Twitter, which
ironically uses similar data transfers,
gleefully offering to get Mark Zuckerberg’s coat on his way out.
What the company was saying in the
filing was not a threat, however. It was
a summation of the consequences of a
potential end to the current system of
transferring data from the EU to the US.
Facebook’s press team chastised
some online outlets for their framing of
the story and Clegg complained about
“over-enthusiastic” and “breathless”
reporting.
Clegg insisted that the company was
committed to the European market and
what the affidavit had aimed to do was
“send a signal” about the consequences
of banning the transatlantic transfer of
personal data.
“We’ve taken legal action in the Dublin
courts to, in a sense, try to send a signal
that this is a really big issue for the whole
European economy, for all small and large
companies that rely on data transfers,”
Clegg told a panel at the European Business Summit on Tuesday.
“We need the time and the space for
the political process between the EU and
the US to work out so that companies can
have confidence going forward that they
are able to transfer data.”
What Clegg revealed was that Facebook is no longer happy to have the
matter handled through the ongoing
regulatory and legal processes. It wants
a political compromise between Washington and Brussels that will supersede
a ruling by the Court of Justice of the
European Union (CJEU) and the DPC’s
efforts to enforce that.
“We have a major issue, which is that
for various complex, legal, political and
other reasons, question marks are being
raised about the current legal basis under
which data transfers occur. If those legal
means of data transfer are removed — not
by us, but by regulators — then of course
that will have a profound effect on how,
not just our services, but countless other
companies operate. We’re trying to avoid
that,” Clegg said.

‘End of the regulatory road’

TJ McIntyre, an associate professor at
University College Dublin’s Sutherland
school of law and chair of the Digital
Rights Ireland advocacy group, characterised Clegg’s response in blunt terms.
“Effectively, it is ‘serial lawbreaker
wants the law changed to facilitate on-

PA

Mark Zuckerberg in Dublin last year with Facebook’s chief lobbyist Nick Clegg, once Britain’s deputy prime minister

going lawbreaking’,” McIntyre told the
Business Post.
“To a large extent, it is a sign of desperation and a realisation that Facebook
has reached the end of the regulatory
road and it can kick the can no further,”
he said.
Facebook’s High Court filings this
month are part of a bid to obtain a judicial review of a preliminary order by the
DPC issued in August to stop transatlantic
transfers of data following a long-running
legal action which resulted in the CJEU
ruling in July.
The DPC is the lead regulator for Facebook in Europe as its regional headquarters are in Dublin.
The CJEU ruled that Privacy Shield,
the main transatlantic data transfer deal
agreed between Brussels and Washington, was invalid because of concerns
about US surveillance brought to light
by Edward Snowden’s claims about the
US National Security Agency. The judges
upheld the validity of the transfer mechanism known as Standard Contractual
Clauses (SCCs), but said they were only
appropriate where European users’ data
could be adequately protected.
The preliminary order is part of the
Irish watchdog’s process in seeking to
implement that ruling as it is asking for
targeted submissions from Facebook on
the issues raised by the CJEU. As part of
this, Helen Dixon, the commissioner, has
set out her office’s preliminary views on
the issues which include that the ruling
makes the SCC transfer mechanism invalid in relation to the US. Facebook has
21 days to respond.
Facebook wants the High Court to undertake a judicial review of the DPC’s
preliminary order, which McIntyre said
was an “aggressive” move.
The High Court has granted Facebook
leave to seek the judicial review, which
will focus on the legal procedure of the
DPC’s actions and not the merits of the
case. The social media company believes
that the DPC did not follow the usual
inquiry process by issuing a “preliminary
draft decision”. It said it has not been

given a proper opportunity to outline
how it has implemented safeguards
around the data transfers.
At the crux of its complaint is that the
DPC’s preliminary action came before
regulators and politicians responded to
the CJEU ruling.
The European Data Protection Board
(EDPB), of which the DPC is a member,
has established a taskforce to “develop
criteria for the evaluation of data transmission in individual cases, criteria for
additional measures and procedural
aspects for their implementation.” The
EU Commission and US Department
of Commerce have also initiated discussions to evaluate the possibility of
another framework to facilitate transfers.
This is the process Clegg was referring
to when he said that Facebook was using
the Irish High Court to “send a signal”
about the importance of the company’s
data transfers.
McIntyre, however, described Clegg’s
comments as “utterly disingenuous”.
“If Facebook wanted to send a signal,
it has the largest platform in the world

Facebook is no
longer happy to have
the matter handled
through regulatory
and legal processes.
It wants a political
compromise between
Washington and
Brussels that will
supersede a court
ruling

be accessed by US authorities with no
proper legal redress available to him, it
was not compliant with EU laws.
The case could affect 410 million people and significantly disrupt digital trade.
‘Data is the new oil’
Facebook estimates that last year €208
This particular can has been clanging billion in sales were generated by Euroalong for seven years, having first started pean businesses on its platforms.
when Max Schrems, an Austrian privacy
Ibec and the American Chamber have
activist, filed a complaint with the DPC appealed to the EU and US authorities
in 2013 that, as his Facebook data could to reach agreement on a revised format
for transatlantic data transfers which
address privacy issues.
The dispute between Facebook and
the DPC underscores the divide between
the United States and European Union
on digital rights and the growing carve
up of the internet.
European laws are blocking the transfer of data to the US, the Trump administration is working to make sure Americans’ data isn’t sent to Beijing through
TikTok or WeChat, and many other
countries such as China, India
and Brazil are attempting to erect
their own digital borders.
Clive Humby, the British
mathematician, said “data is
the new oil” to describe how
its value is only tapped into by
refining it – but it is also true
in the sense that, as with oil,
countries are stockpiling data
in their own interests.
With the EU, US, China, India and others seeking to turn
off the flow of data to other
nations, the cost will fall on
companies such as Facebook
and Google.
Professor Edgar Morgenroth, from the Dublin
City University business
school’s enterprise and
innovation group, said
that regardless of the cost
or inconvenience to multinational corporations,
there needed to be strict
regulation.
Helen Dixon, Data Protection Commissioner
“I don’t want to live in the

RollingNews
United States so I don’t want
at its disposal. Taking pre-emptive litigation against a regulator isn’t a signal,
it’s an attempt to kick the can down the
road,” he said.

Is the ‘one-stop shop’ DPC properly resourced?
The pushback from Facebook on the
Data Protection Commissioner has
again led to questions about whether the body is adequately resourced
to operate as the “one stop shop”
regulator for tech multinationals located in Dublin.
Malcolm Byrne, a Fianna Fáil senator, painted a picture last week of a
regulator with an ever-growing list
of enforcement issues and companies to monitor.
“The DPC here is now dealing
with considerable global issues
that are featuring on national and
international news media. We are
looking at, for instance, the fallout
of the Schrems II judgment. We are
also now seeing the face-off with
Facebook. Obviously, I do not want
the Minister of State to talk about
the looming High Court case, but
those kinds of cases will arise more
frequently.
“We are looking at issues around
micro-targeting by some of these
companies and the lack of transparency in that area. There is the question as to whether or not the DPC
will now have to regulate TikTok, if

TikTok is based here,” Bryne said.
“We have 150 staff in the DPC’s
office who are responsible effectively for overseeing the regulation of
the data of half a billion European
citizens. As I said, data represents
a considerable opportunity for
Ireland, but if we do not handle
this properly and if we do not
properly resource the DPC, over
the next decade this will represent the biggest risk to Ireland’s
reputation.”
James Browne, a junior minister
in the Department of Justice, said
that the government was taking the
matter very seriously and that the
DPC’s 2020 budget of €16.9 million
was a 61 per cent increase on the
actual expenditure by the office of
€10.5 million in 2019.
The scale of the issues on the desk
of Helen Dixon, the commissioner,
was highlighted again last week by
the Irish Council of Civil Liberties
(ICCL).
A new report by Johnny Ryan, the
ICCL’s recently appointed senior fellow for information rights, claimed
that “inaction” by the DPC had al-

Johnny Ryan of the Irish Council for
Civil Liberties: highlighted the scale of
issues faced by the DPC

Fergal Phillips

lowed ongoing data breaches by the
online advertising industry.
The report claimed to show how
data brokers profiled LGBTQ+ people to influence last year’s parliamentary election in Poland, tracked

the movements of people in Italy
during the lockdown, and profiled
Black Lives Matters protesters.
The DPC has recently been criticised by the German data regulator
and several privacy advocates for
the length of time it is taking to
reach decisions on complaints
about big tech companies.
Ryan has spearheaded a
campaign of complaints to data
authorities about how personal
information is packaged by Google and IAB Europe, an advertising
industry body.
Ryan’s evidence was submitted
in September 2018 and sparked the
DPC’s first investigation into Google
in May last year. Ryan said his evidence shows Google’s Double Click
system fails to control personal data
in line with the GDPR, but that the
DPC has not taken action.
The process under scrutiny is
called real-time bidding, and involves the buying and selling of ad
views through real-time auctions
that take place through online exchanges in the time it takes a web
page to load.

to be subject to the way things are done
over there. I don’t want to eat chlorinated
chicken and I don’t want to have the
National Security Agency going through
my digital footprint,” Morgenroth said.
“This is where regulators need to be
able to step in and protect the rights of
the citizens who live under their rules.
Big corporations shouldn’t be able to get
around that.”
Morgenroth said that there was a growing need for regulation of digital trade,
taxation and competition issues in order
to protect the interests of the European
economy.
Konstantinos Komaitis, a senior director with Internet Society (Isoc), an
American non-profit, said that the last
five years have been marked by “very
intensive regulatory activity”.
He said that much of this, including the
EU’s general data protection regulation
(GDPR), was well intentioned, but had
significant consequences.
“If you believe in an open, global internet, you should be concerned at how
some of these things have trickled down
to affect the architecture of the internet,”
he said,
Komaitis said that Europe was right
to strengthen its privacy regulations,
but that they must be implemented in
a proportional way.
“There is a long-term danger that we
will not realise the damage that has been
done until it is too late,” he said.
The unintended consequences of
GDPR, Komaitis said, were that it was
encouraging a more fragmented internet
such as when more than 1,000 American
news websites blocked European users
for a period rather than complying with
the new rules.
“When regulation seeks to address
one issue it should not cause harm to
the architecture of the internet in a way
that causes splintering and fragmentation,” he said.
In the case of Facebook and the CJEU
ruling, it does not appear to be a case
where the company could not change
its own architecture to support the GDPR
rights of European users.
Privacy advocates, including McIntyre
and Schrems, have said that Facebook
could separate its operations in Europe
from its American servers.
This would mean that information
would be sent across the Atlantic when
it was necessary for what a customer
wanted, such as messaging a friend in the
US or sharing a post which they wanted
to be seen internationally, but other data
would remain in the EU. This would mean
Facebook may not be able to send lucrative information about European users’
digital habits to American advertisers or
its own internal servers in the US.
Schrems told TechCrunch last month
that necessary transfers, such as messages from European users to their friends
in the US, only made up a small percentage of the data that is currently sent, so
Facebook would have to make radical
changes to comply with the CJEU ruling.
“I think technically the approach
they’d have to take is basically split Facebook in two. And then kind of reconnect
the necessary data transfers. So you’ve
basically federated,” he said.
“They’re not going to do that without
heaven and hell moving onto them. I
guess — especially for Facebook — that
the problem is we kind of have a case
where the consequences are so extreme
the pushback is obviously as extreme
as possible . . . They know that without
fundamentally restructuring the whole
system they will never be able to comply
with any of this — so they don’t.”
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● HSE scrambles to reorganise ongoing

rollout amid disruption to over-50s plan
● IBM and Salesforce are hired to develop
vaccine passport app to restart travel sector
BY DANIEL MURRAY,
MICHAEL BRENNAN
AND RACHEL LAVIN

The state is set to announce
two new deals with Pfizer and
Novavax for millions of additional vaccines, the Business
Post has learned.
The move comes just as
IBM and Salesforce have been
hired to develop a passport
app that could facilitate easier
access to international travel and greater privileges for
those who have been vaccinated.
A new deal between the
European Commission and
Pfizer/BioNtech for up to 1.8
billion vaccines out to 2023
would entitle Ireland to almost 20 million additional
doses of the highly effective
mRNA vaccine, in the world‘s
largest single vaccine deal to
date.
The EU is pivoting away
from AstraZeneca, which has
been plagued with production
and delivery issues and is now
tied up in a court battle with
the EU over not meeting con-

tractual obligations.
A separate deal yet to be
approved for the two-dose
Novavax vaccine is understood to involve 100 million
doses, which would entitle
Ireland to 1.1 million.
It is expected there will be
an option for another 100
million in the Novavax contract, though deliveries are
projected to be in “low volumes” through the second
half of 2021, if the vaccine
receives approval from European authorities.
The news comes as health
authorities are scrambling
this weekend to reorganise the existing vaccination
programme, which has been
disrupted yet again due to the
restriction of Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca vaccines
to the over-50s.
The HSE is faced with the
choice of delaying vaccination of some over-50s until
sufficient Johnson & Johnson
and AstraZeneca doses arrive
in June, or using mRNA vaccines on that age cohort now,
and having restricted vaccines

arrive in June that cannot be
used on any of the remaining
age cohorts.
The HSE is expecting to
increase the number of vaccines administered to 240,000
this week, ahead of having
to reach nearly double those
figures in June, if the target
of more than 80 per cent of
adults being offered a first
dose is to be achieved by halfway through the year.
However, GP sources
working on the vaccination
campaign told the Business
Post that the mass vaccination centres were not close to
hitting those figures yet.
“The whole plan is based on
the vaccination hubs delivering the numbers, and right
now the HSE vaccine clinics
aren’t capable of doing the
numbers they think they
can,” one source said.
The HSE is confident it can
ramp up administration at
its vaccination hubs, while
plans are being put in place
for community pharmacists
to begin vaccinating on their
premises by June.
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lucky with our investors’
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It comes as the European Commission, which has
centrally negotiated all vaccine deals for member states
to date, is preparing to sign
two new advance purchase
agreements with Novavax
and Pfizer-BioNtech, securing
nearly two billion additional
Covid-19 vaccines in the period up to 2023.
The Novavax deal is understood to be for 100 million doses of its yet-to-beapproved vaccine, with an
option on 100 million more.
The new Pfizer-BioNtech deal
is understood to be for 900
million doses of the mRNA
vaccines in 2023, with an
option on 900 million more.
Negotiations between the
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‘Wild man’ gambling addict given
cash and tickets by Paddy Power
BY AARON ROGAN

Staff at Paddy Power described a gambling addict
who was using stolen money
to fund his habit as a “wild
man”, before giving him cash
bonuses and tickets to high
profile sports events to keep
him betting with the company.
A High Court case in London
has revealed how the Dublin
company, which is now part of
Flutter Entertainment, shared
profits with an “introducer”
who attracted the man to Paddy Power, gave the gambler a
£20,000 signing-on bonus,
and did not run any responsible gambling checks. This
was despite a staff member
referring to him as “wild” after
he bet £548,000 in one day.
The case will lead to increased scrutiny of the gambling industry in Ireland, as

the government has committed to establishing a regulator
for the sector by 2023.
James Browne, the junior
justice minister responsible
for gambling, has committed to stricter rules on how
betting companies manage
their social responsibilities as
part of the modernisation of
gambling laws.
In a recent Seanad debate,
he spoke of “how the gambling industry is given free
reign to wreck people's lives”.
“We cannot deny that it is
the Wild West out there at the
moment with our gambling
laws. They are simply not fit
for purpose, which is why I
am determined to have them
changed,” Browne said.
The treatment of the gambler, Tony Parente, was taken
into account by the UK Gambling Commission in 2018
when it fined Paddy Power

£2.2 million for failing to protect customers who exhibited
behaviours associated with
problem gamblers.
There is no such regulation
in Ireland to protect vulnerable people or hold betting
companies to account for any
such failures.
Parente‘s case has since
reached the London High
Court, where one of the
people defrauded by him is
suing Flutter for the return of
money that was stolen from
them before being gambled
with Paddy Power.
Dan Taylor, the Flutter chief
executive for Europe, told the
court last week that he was
“deeply, deeply embarrassed”
by how the company handled
its relationship with Parente,
who was a customer from
2015 to 2016. Parente closed
his account himself using the
company‘s self-exclusion sys-

tem for those who feel they
have a problem.
Amarjeet Singh Dhir, Parente’s former business associate, is suing Flutter on the
grounds that he believes the
company should have stopped
Parente from gambling with
funds Parente stole from his
business.
The case has given a rare
insight into how gambling
corporations work to entice
high-staking customers, and
how internal measures to stop
addicts and those gambling
with stolen funds can fail.
Parente began gambling
with Paddy Power after he
was introduced to the firm by
a man named Tony Carroll,
the court has heard. Carroll
was an introducer of Paddy
Power and brought Parente
to its “high stakes unit” (HSU)
in September 2015.
to page 2
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The 2015 Paddy Power Handicap
Steeple Chase at Cheltenham
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Parente was treated to free
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Getty

Flutter case reveals ‘wild west’
of high-stakes gambling scene
Paddy Power sued by
defrauded partner of
gambling addict who bet
£548,000 in one day
Aaron
Rogan

O

n October 16,
2015, a member
of Paddy Power’s
high stakes unit
read an internal
report into a new gambler that
showed he had bet £548,000
over the course of a day on an
online casino game.
“This Tony Parente is a wild
man!!!” the employee, whose
team look after the Irish
bookmaker’s most valuable
customers, wrote in an email
to his colleagues.
Rather than escalate the
“wild” gambling to the responsible gambling team who
could intervene and check
that Parente was in control of
his actions, he was given cash
bonuses to encourage him to
keep betting with the company. The next day, Parente was
given a 7.5 per cent rebate on
his losses as part of special
“VIP” treatment afforded to
him, the London High Court
heard last week.
The treatment of Parente
was part of actions leading to a
£2.2 million fine issued by the
UK Gambling Commission in
2018 against Paddy Power for
failure to protect customers
who exhibited behaviours
of problem gambling. It has
now reached the London High
Court as one of the people
defrauded by the problem
gambler is suing Flutter to
recover the money that was
stolen from him and gambled

with Paddy Power.
The case has revealed how
the Dublin company, which
is now part of Flutter Entertainment, shared profits
with an “introducer” who
attracted the high staking
gambler, gave him a £20,000
signing-on bonus and did not
run any responsible gambling
checks despite a staff member referring to the gambler as
“wild” after he bet £548,000
in one day.
It will also cast new light on
how the gambling industry
deals with problem gambling,
as the Irish government begins plans to establish a regulator for what James Browne,
the junior justice minister,
said last month was a “wild
west”.
Dan Taylor, the Flutter chief
executive for Europe, told the
court last week that he was
“deeply, deeply embarrassed”
by how the company handled
its relationship with Parente,
who was a customer from
September 2015 to October
2016, when he closed the account himself and notified the
company he did not want to
bet any more.
Parente’s former business
associate Amarjeet Singh Dhir
is suing Flutter on the grounds
that he believes the company should have stopped him
from gambling with funds he
stole from his business.
The case is providing a rare

insight into how gambling
corporations work to entice
high staking customers and
how internal measures to stop
addicts and gambling with
stolen funds can fail.
Parente was attracted to
gamble with Paddy Power
after he was approached by
an introducer named Tony
Carroll, the court has heard.
Carroll, 49, an introducer
for Paddy Power, brought Parente to its “high stakes unit”
(HSU) in September 2015.
Documents filed as part of
Dhir’s case claim that Carroll was working with another
gambling company, known to
be Ladbrokes, and could not
sign a deal with Paddy Power
directly, so his wife Ericka,
who lives in Hertfordshire,
signed instead.
As part of this arrangement, the introducer was
paid £5,000 a month and 25
per cent of the money that
Parente lost when gambling
with Paddy Power. In total,
Ericka Carroll made £130,000
from the gamblers introduced
to Paddy Power under the
agreement arranged by her
husband, the court heard.
Tony Carroll opened the account for Parente with Paddy Power and the company
matched the first deposit of
£20,000. A note from Carroll to a member of Paddy
Power’s HSU said that he
was a “Dubai-based property developer”, who “plays all
products” and whose “stakes
range from £500 to £5,000”.
It also noted that Parente was
an Arsenal fan and the HSU
arranged free tickets for him
to watch the team in the Premier League and Champions
League as well as the Cheltenham Gold Cup and Aintree
Grand National.
Dhir claims that he is owed
£282,517 from Flutter because
the company failed to check
the source of Parente’s funds.
Parente claims that Carroll
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knew he was a gambling
addict who was stealing
to fund his addiction
while he was a Paddy Power customer, because he had
seen a letter sent
to Ladbrokes in
January 2016 detailing his problems.
Flutter is contesting the claims
and said that it
was unaware of
Parente’s addiction
or fraud and that Carroll was not an agent and
not a direct employee.
Dhir gave evidence that he
invested money with Parente to buy property around
Dubai, and spoke of how he
kept large sums in his office
safe to deal in cash in some
transactions.
Parente was also a witness
and was questioned about not
being able to provide bank
statements for part of the periods in question in relation
to the case. He said that he
had defrauded 20 people of
more than £5 million in total
in his life.
Parente said he had become
close to Carroll when he was
his contact at Ladbrokes and
considered him a friend.
Tony O’Brien, who is now
head of fraud and anti-money
laundering operations at Paddy Power Betfair, was a manager at the time of Parente’s
gambling and told the court
he was involved in developing the bookmaker’s policy
in the area.
He said Parente’s gambling
did not trigger any of the company’s risk alerts initially and
when it did he was given three
months to provide documents
to show he had access to the
amounts of money he was
betting.
A risk report was triggered
when Parente lost £152,662
within his first three months
with the company. He lost a
further £70,000 during the
period when he was required
to provide documents detailing the source of his funds.
Kennedy Talbot QC, who is
representing Dhir, asked why
the company did not suspend
the account until the documents were obtained. O’Brien
said that was not the company’s process.
After the period when the
company had asked for the
documents from Parente
passed without the source
of wealth being confirmed,
Paddy Power provided what
it said was a “high” level of
hospitality including an Arsenal match at Tottenham
Hotspur’s stadium in an
executive suite which included a meal and meeting
with football players. This
would have cost around
£3,000 at the time, the
court heard.
O’Brien said he
did not think it was
appropriate that
the HSU was encouraging Parente
to gamble more
while there were
concerns about
the source of his
funds.
Soon afterwards Paddy
Power obtained information
that Parente had an annual inDan Taylor, chief executive,
Flutter Entertainment:
‘deeply embarrassed’

Antonio Parente: his ‘wild’
gambling did not set off
any alarm bells with Paddy
Power

come of £229,000. But by that
stage he had lost £220,000 in
four months.
O’Brien agreed with Talbot that the decision to allow Parente to keep betting
in such circumstances was
“completely unsupportable”.
Ciaran McDermott, the
manager of Paddy Power’s
HSU, told the court that while
he had been given training in
how to spot problem gamblers, the case of this new
customer betting so much in
a “wild” way did not set off
any alarm bells at the time.
“Looking at it now, it could be
seen as uncontrolled,” he said.
McDermott said it was
common for customers in the
HSU, which was also known
as the VIP section, to get bonuses.
He said that he had received
training as part of Paddy Power’s responsible gambling
programme, but that Parente’s
case did not ring any alarm
bells at the time.
“So are you seriously suggesting to me that you weren’t
equipped with sufficient
common sense and experience to recognise this betting
in the way in which was summarised on one day as “wild”
and which you now describe
as “out of control” as posing
a responsible gambling issue

that needed to be escalated?”
Talbot asked.
“In essence, yes,” McDermott responded.
Ian O’Brien, a
responsible gambling operations
manager, told the
court that as the
commission for
the HSU introducers was based
on the losses of
the gamblers they
managed, there
was a risk that they
might introduce problem gamblers in order to
make more money.
“And the more hopelessly
out of control that gambler’s
gambling was, the more money the introductory agent
would make. That’s right, isn’t
it?” a solicitor for Dhir asked.
“The higher the losses, in
theory, the higher the commission they will be paid,”
O’Brien said.
Talbot put a figure from a
British parliamentary report
into gambling to Taylor that
said that 60 per cent of Flutter’s profits come from 5 per
cent of customers who are
problem gamblers or at risk of
becoming problem gamblers.
“It’s absolutely not what
I would recognise,” Taylor
said. “To be clear, we monitor signs of problem gambling
in our business, and today, if
we identify any risk of problem gambling, we do not take
play from that customer. We
think problem gambling in
this country has been stable
for a number of years at about
half a per cent, and we have
significantly lower concentration from customers than is
suggested here, but we make
no money from known problem gamblers whatsoever,
and if we ever make a penny
from known problem gamblers today, we would cease
to trade with that customer.”
Taylor said that it was
clear that the responsible
gambling practices were not
good enough in 2015, but that
they had improved at Flutter and industry-wide since
then with millions invested
and hundreds of people employed in an effort to address
the issue.
“Mr Parente was able to
spend significantly more than
was affordable, and for that,
I’m deeply, deeply embarrassed,” Taylor said.
Parente has not been convicted of fraud in relation
to Dhir because the developer has opted not to
press charges. Parente
did receive a separate
conviction in Britain of
fraud for an unrelated
case in 2017 and got a
suspended sentence.
Ladbrokes agreed to
pay Dhir and four other
victims of Parente £1 million in 2018 in exchange for
them signing non-disclosure agreements.
Flutter has been questioned on why Parente
was allowed to open an
online account when he
was known to live in Dubai,
which Paddy Power’s internal
checks noted as a restricted
territory.
Flutter has said that it no
longer uses introducers and
cancelled its remaining contracts last year. The closing arguments in the case will be
heard later in May before a
judgment is reached.

Paddy Power-Betfair
owner looks at continued
expansion into the lucrative
American market and wants
to open up further potential
acquisitions
BY PETER O’DWYER

Flutter may not have decided whether to spin out
part of its US FanDuel business yet, but the gambling
giant has a clear sense of what it would do with the
proceeds if it did push the button on the plan.
The Dublin-headquartered owner of Paddy Power-Betfair last month confirmed it was weighing up
the possibility of listing a small shareholding of its
US FanDuel business.
Announcing its first quarter 2021 results on Thursday, it reiterated that no final decision had yet been
made.
But Jonathan Hill, the company’s chief financial
officer, gave a flavour of how it would spend the
money should it proceed with the mooted listing.
Funding its continued expansion into the lucrative
US market and opening up further potential acquisitions were top of the list.
“If you look at competitors in the US you’ve got
some very well-funded companies like DraftKings,
which has $2.5 billion to $3 billion on its balance
sheet, and we want to make sure that we’ve got the
firepower in the US should we go down this route,
to make sure that we can retain our gold medal and
leadership position in that market and invest appropriately.
“That’s where you should see us investing to
continue to drive our market share and grow the
business but I think it would also give us other optionality around other [mergers and acquisitions],”
Hill told reporters on a conference call.
Previous deals such as its merger with The Stars
Group (TSG), a Toronto-based rival, last year
brought with them certain headaches that Flutter is
still dealing with,
notwithstanding
the significant value
TSG has added to
the group.
Flutter is currently locked in a
dispute with RuGlobal revenue for Q1, 2020
pert Murdoch’s Fox
Corporation over
the value of an option the latter has
to acquire a stake
in FanDuel, the US
US revenue for Q1, 2020
business at the vanguard of Flutter’s
rapid expansion in
the state.
When Flutter
Percentage year-on-year
sealed the TSG deal,
increase in global revenue
Fox, which had an
existing partnership
with the Canadian firm, agreed to
acquire an option
on an 18.5 per cent
interest in FanDuel, which Flutter controlled.
Late last year, Flutter increased its control over
FanDuel when it bought out a minority 37.5 per cent
holding for €3.4 billion in December.
Fox believes it should be able to exercise its option by buying the 18.5 per cent stake based on the
price Flutter paid the minority shareholders for its
increased stake in December. Flutter has argued Fox
should have to pay “fair market value”, which could
be significantly higher, to exercise the option in July.
Fox last month filed an arbitration claim and Hill
last week said the two sides were working to jointly
appoint an arbitrator but added that no timeline for
the resolution of the dispute was available.
“I don’t see any material impact at all on the FanDuel business which I would hope and expect will
continue to maintain its leadership position,” Hill
said.
Another US headache may prove a little less problematic than initially thought, if Hill’s analysis is on
the money.
Flutter is facing a near $1 billion fine in Kentucky
after the state’s Supreme Court reinstated an earlier
ruling against TSG, which is now part of Flutter, relating to online poker games it hosted between 2006
and 2011.
An $870 million judgment against TSG was reinstated with compounding interest of 12 per cent per
annum but Hill said Flutter, which is seeking to have
an appeal accepted by the US Supreme Court, said
the fine was unlikely to ever be paid.
“I think the critical thing you need to remember
is that the two subsidiaries against which the judgment was entered into are Isle of Man companies.
They have the legal right to assert the protection of
Isle of Man law which basically, like English law,
states that multiple damage judgments are unenforceable in the Isle of Man,” he said.
Flutter recorded a 32 per cent increase in total
group revenue to £1.48 billion for the first quarter of
the year compared with the same three months of
2020. The group’s US revenues climbed by 135 per
cent to £288 million.
With up to four more states set to legalise online
gambling this year the growing US market is proving
particularly profitable for Flutter, ensuring any complications are more than worth the accompanying
hassle.

The numbers
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‘If we have an
outbreak, it’ll
be catastrophic
for the region’
Warnings that Covid-19 protocols
were not being followed in some meat
plants were being sounded before the
outbreak of clusters of the coronavirus
in what some are calling the ‘new
frontline in the pandemic’
Aaron
Rogan

L

ast month, the Migrant
Rights Centre Ireland
(MRCI) received an email
from a worker at a Midlands meat plant. When it
was translated from Russian, it was found to contain a stark
warning.
“If we have an outbreak of infection
on my production line, then the consequences will be catastrophic for the
entire region,” it read.
The message is one of dozens of

complaints that have been sent to the
organisation in recent weeks detailing
concerns over Covid-19 protocols in
the meat industry.
Some workers said that they were
made to wear work gear that had not
been cleaned since other staff had
used it. Others said they were threatened with being fired if they complained about not being able to socially
distance on the factory floor. Many
said that there had been little change
to conditions despite the protocols

issued to the industry in May.
There was a sense of shock when
the government announced increased
restrictions on economic and social
activity in Kildare, Laois and Offaly
due to the large number of cases in
meat plants. But the canaries in this
particular coal mine have been chirping for months.
Unions, researchers, NGOs and
politicians have all warned that the
close working conditions and virus-friendly environments in meat
plants make them the ideal grounds
for super-spreader events.
An editorial published in the British
Medical Journal last month referred
to the industry internationally as the
“new frontline in the Covid-19 pandemic,” and said some meat businesses had “failed in their duty to workers
and the wider public health”.
Here, Denis Naughten, the Roscommon independent TD, and Paul Murphy, the Rise TD — who don’t often
agree with each other — both used
their Dáil speaking time before the
summer recess to warn about the impending wave of infections in plants in
Ireland.
The international evidence was
clear, and the experience in Ireland
during the early weeks of the pandemic was clearer: meat processing

A report showed that there
were 1,056 cases of Covid-19
across 19 meat plants in
Ireland
Bloomberg

needed following HSA or Department
of Agriculture inspections.
But the HSA inspections do not
tell the full story of conditions in the
industry, relating as they do to 39 of
the 149 plants in the country, and being limited by the authority’s remit,
which only covers the workplace.
Contributing factors to the outbreaks in meat plants are the contracts provided by employers and the
living conditions of workers, neither
of which are within the HSA’s bailiwick.
Greg Ennis said that around 40

What we are seeing
at the minute is the
lid being lifted on the
industry

workers from one plant in Offaly
were living together “hot bedding”,
where one person sleeps while another works, and the two take turns
in the same bed. Many in the sector
share lifts to work with colleagues
from different households, and many
live with people who work in other
high risk sectors such as hospitals and
nursing homes.
Siptu said about 70 per cent of the
workforce was foreign, many were on
minimum wage despite doing skilled
work, earning as little as €10.10 an
hour.
There have been persistent warnings from Siptu that because only one
in ten meat plant workers is entitled
to sick pay from their employer, many
will decline getting tested for fear of
losing pay while they isolate.
The union has also said that in some
plants, workers who were tested or
had shown symptoms were allowed
to return to the factory floor instead
of isolating. Rumours have circulated
of staff taking paracetamol to lower their temperatures to get around
screening at factories as they do not
want to be sent home.

High transmission rates

plants are one of the largest dangers
when it comes to a spike in Covid-19
infections.
Strict protocols for the sector were
issued in May, personal protective

equipment was made available and
the workplace safety watchdog began
inspections. All of this tamped down
the early clusters in the industry.
So why, suddenly, did the virus rip

through some plants early this month,
putting the meat industry in the firing
line as a sector which had failed in its
efforts to control Covid-19?
Bríd McKeown, the workplace rights

coordinator at MRCI, said she found
the message from the Russian-speaking worker chilling.
“When I read it back last week, it
was just such a clear prediction of
what was to come,” she said.
“Just look at the contrast between
the food safety standards and how
they are extremely highly regulated,
but the workers‘ conditions are not.
What we are seeing at the minute is
the lid being lifted on the industry,”
she said.

Common thread

McKeown said that while some plants
and companies had adequate conditions, there was a common thread
throughout the industry where
workers did not feel valued. An ongoing survey of employees by the
MRCI showed that many migrants
expressed the view that they felt less
valued by their managers than the
meat products they produce.
“They say that the production rate
and profits are valued above their
safety,” she said, adding that many
workers are reluctant to speak out
about poor conditions or raise issues
about their own health.
The sector is regulated by the Department of Agriculture, and the
Health and Safety Authority (HSA).
Because of its important role in the
food production chain, it was deemed
essential at the outset of the official
response to the pandemic.
McKeown said that this essential
status seemed to mean that the plants
should be kept open at all costs.
“Where was the risk assessment
when it was decided that this industry was essential and needed to be
kept open? Meat factories in other
parts of the world had been infected,
but there was no special consideration given here until after the first
clusters in April,” she said.
“If you are asking a workforce
to work on the front line during a
pandemic, you have to ensure the
workplace is adequate. Instead they
left it up to the employers, and the
guidelines only came out at the end
of May. That really feels irresponsible,
to assign essential status to the sector
without prioritising testing and other
measures.”
Questions have been raised by both
politicians and unions about the reliability of the oversight of the sector
by the HSA, which has said that 30 of
the 39 plants it has visited were given
notice before inspections. This has
led to concerns that plants have the
opportunity to alter how they operate
when the inspectors arrive.
“If you tell someone you’re coming
to their house for an evening dinner,
they’ll probably have the kitchen
clean and the food cooked,” said Greg
Ennis, the sector‘s Siptu organiser, last
week.
The HSA has said that the notice
time is only a matter of hours.
The issues are wider than just the
meat plants, however. Both Meat Industry Ireland, which represents a
number of firms in the industry, and
the HSA has said that the virus enters
the factories from the community,
and not vice versa.
Between local anger about the en-

hanced restrictions in Laois, Offaly
and Kildare met, and nationwide
concern about a second wave of the
virus, meat plants are facing national
ire.

Rush to blame

The picture painted over the last
fortnight is one of an industry which
did little in the face of the pandemic.
Phillip Carroll, chair of Meat Industry
Ireland, disputed this, and said that a
lot was done to counter the spread of
the virus among workers.
For two months until August 5,
there were just five cases since the
first wave of more than 1,000 infections in plants. Carroll said this record
was being ignored in the “rush to
blame and complain” that nothing
was being done to prevent outbreaks
this month.
“Nothing could be further from the
truth. In the Kildare Chilling case, this
company survived the high points of

late April and early May, recording
no virus cases when other clusters formed. So there is no simple
conclusion that can be drawn
from what has now emerged,”
Carroll told a special sitting of the
Oireachtas Covid Committee on
Thursday.
Carroll said that the industry had no difficulty with
unannounced inspections and that
plant owners have “worked diligently
to protect employees throughout the
course of this pandemic and continue
to do so”.
Many have published their protocols in the native languages of
workers and appointed staff to manage compliance with the guidelines.
There is reduced capacity in many
factories and staggered shift times to
facilitate this.
“The problem of compliance does
not exist,” Carroll said, pointing to the
fact that no enforcement action was

Bríd McKeown of the Migrant Rights
Centre Ireland 
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Where’s the beef? The big players
in the meat industry in Ireland
Unions, NGOs and politicians lined
up to criticise Ireland’s meat sector
and its operations at the Oireachtas
Covid-19 committee hearings last
week.
There is no evidence that unlimited companies are more susceptible to the coronavirus, but Matt
Carthy, the Sinn Féin TD, wanted
to know why so many plants were
owned by such structures.
“I am told that Kildare Chilling
Company operates on the following basis. The registered company,
Kildare Chilling Company Unlimited, is owned by a company called
Casia Unlimited, which is registered in the Isle of Man.
“Casia Unlimited is, in turn,
owned by Courtline Holdings, an
unlimited Irish-registered company. Courtline Holdings is owned by
Rathbeg Investments, an unlimited
Irish-registered company, which,
in turn, is owned by Kilcourt Investments. It, in turn, is owned . . .”
Carthy said before being interrupted by the chair of the committee.
Carthy’s point was that the lack
of transparency meant the companies were unaccountable, despite
playing such an important part in
Ireland’s economy.
Half a dozen families control
around 85 per cent of the Irish beef
processing industry, which was
responsible for almost €4 billion of
food exports in 2019. It contributes
to the incomes of 100,000 farmers,
employs some 16,000 people directly and comprises approximately 50 major processing sites all over
Ireland.
Larry Goodman’s Anglo Beef
Processors is the dominant player
in the market, controlling around
one-third of the Irish market.

The beef and lamb buying and
processing behemoth has operations and exports across Europe
and contracts in China. There, it
has a deal with the Wowprime
Corporation worth €50 million to
supply its 400 restaurants, and another with Chinese online retailer
JD.com, which has 300 million
active customers.
Filings in Luxembourg showed
that nine Goodman companies
had profits of €170 million in 2018.
Efficient tax planning kept its tax
obligations on that profit minimal.

The Queally and Browne families own Dawn Meats, the Waterford operation started in the 1980s
in Carroll’s Cross in Co Waterford.
It has a €300 million contract to
supply McDonald’s, and is one of
the fast food chain’s biggest suppliers. The 550,000 or so cattle
it slaughters each year make up
about a third of Ireland’s annual
kill.
The Keatings’ Kepak firm has a
turnover of €1.5 billion and employs 5,000 people. It has offices
and manufacturing plants in 30
countries and its customers include retail giant Musgraves.
The Allens’ Slaney Meats has
been 50 per cent owned by Larry
Goodman’s ABP since a deal closed
in 2016, despite farmers’ groups’
concerns about the power it added
to Goodman’s operation.
The Mallons’ Liffey Meats controls up to 10 per cent of the market. It is a major supplier to Supermac’s, and has a controlling
stake in a French frozen
hamburger company with
sales of €27 million.
The families rarely
speak publicly and are
represented by Meat
Industry Ireland, an
Ibec group which Tim
Cullinan, the Irish
Farmers Association
president, described
last year as “a mudguard for Larry
Goodman and the
other beef barons”.
Larry Goodman:
dominant player in
the industry

The problem is not a uniquely Irish
one. As outlined in the British Medical
Journal, meat processing plants globally have been at the centre of new
outbreaks.
Britain, Germany, France, Spain, the
United States and many Asian countries have experienced surges of the
virus in processing plants, leading to
high rates of transmission in areas.
The meat industry is especially vulnerable to the virus for a number of
reasons. Cool temperatures, low humidity and metal surfaces in
meat processing plants allow
the virus to thrive, while poor
pay for workers leads to many
sharing cramped accommodation,
further leading to viral spread.
But while this is a global issue, Ireland was particularly badly affected
during the first wave of Covid-19.
A report from the European Federation of Food Agriculture and Tourism
Trade Unions (EFFAT) last month said
Ireland recorded 1,056 Covid-19 cases
across 19 meat plants. This figure was
the second-highest in Europe, coming
just behind Germany’s meat industry.
In Ireland, there are approximately 15,000 meat workers working in
49 meat plants. Twenty clusters of
Covid-19 were identified in 19 plants,
with some factories recording 25 per
cent of their employees as being infected, according to the report.
Since the EFFAT findings, the figure
has jumped to 1,450, accounting for
about 10 per cent of the workforce
here and drawing extra attention on
the sector.
Meat processing plant outbreaks are
clearly an international phenomenon,
but the sector’s history in Ireland is
a national touchpoint, something
which was illustrated by an interaction that Louise O’Reilly, the Sinn
Féin TD, had last week.
“I met a lady who threw her eyes
up to heaven and asked if there was
anything to be said for another beef
tribunal,” she said.
Michael McNamara, the independent TD who is chairing the Oireachtas Covid-19 committee, said there is
a strong feeling of unfairness around
the fact that meat plants have been
allowed to operate, while pubs and
other industries have been forced to
shut.
He questioned whether the same
resources have been put into policing
the meat plants as there have with
pubs and restaurants.
He also asked why health officials
had cited 12 infections linked to the
hospitality sector when it announced
that pubs not serving food could not
reopen, but that hundreds of infections in a week at meat plants had not
even led to the majority of the factories being inspected.
“What magic touch does the meat
industry have in Ireland in that it is
treated so differently from any other
sector? It is treated with kid gloves
whereas every other one, in particular, the hospitality sector, is treated
with a jackboot by the state,” McNamara said.
Minister for Health Stephen Donnelly said last week that it would not
be appropriate for the meat factories
in restricted areas to open during the
two-week period.
Kieran Carolan, chief executive of
Carroll Cuisine in Offaly, said that
this desire for the shut down of plants
would have its own consequences.
“It’s essential that while closures
may be envisaged, the industry will
need to continue in operation to supply food, and facilities will need to
reopen once any particular situation
is contained and brought under control. Clear guidance is required on the
measures, procedures and roadmap
envisaged by the government in this
regard,” he said.
A wider consequence will be the
pressure on meat prices if factories
are closed for prolonged periods,
a concern which has already been
raised by farmers.
The sector is unlikely to accede to
demands from some that any positive test result among the workforce
should result in a closure. But any
further local restrictions attributed to
clusters in meat processing plants will
put further pressure on the authorities to seek the closure of plants. It is
likely to be a tricky balancing act for
the authorities to manage.

Biting off
more than
they can
chew: the
meat industry
in the global
spotlight
From Brazil to
Germany, meat
factories around the
world have played
a major role in the
proliferation of the
virus, writes Aaron
Rogan
Meat processing plants around the
world have been forced to slow
their production rates or shut down
entirely, as the industry has been
one of the worst affected by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
In Ireland, there was a 50-day lag
between the first reported cluster
in a plant in April and health officials drawing up guidelines for the
sector. During that period, workers
in many plants were infected and
factories closed for a time.
In one plant, there were 300
cases, the largest single outbreak of
the disease anywhere in the country. Mass testing in another facility
found that more than half of its
workers were infected.
Such large outbreaks in plants
have been a common feature of
the virus around the globe, with
officials facing similar difficulties
in preventing the clusters leading to
wider transmission.
In the United States, the virus was
initially contained mainly in cities,
but the meat industry was a major
factor in its spread into rural communities. In mid-May, almost half
the Covid-19 hotspots in the US were
linked to meat processing plants.
Two weeks earlier, President
Donald Trump had signed an executive order which he claimed
protected the industry from any
liability for the virus by determining
that it was an essential service amid
concerns about food shortages.
As the virus ripped through
plants, forcing them to shut down,
supermarkets began limiting the
number of meat products shoppers
could buy and some fast food chains
ran out of burgers.
After dozens of workers and
four United States Department of
Agriculture inspectors died, the US
Centre for Disease Control issued
guidelines which included slowing
down production in plants in order
to enable staff to socially distance.
In Germany, more than 2,000
people contracted Covid-19 in the
Gütersloh area in June, with the vast
majority linked to the Tönnies meat
processing factory. Brazilian meat
plants helped to spread Covid-19 in
at least three different areas across
the country.
Brazil’s powerful agribusiness
sector is allied with Jair Bolsonaro,
the country’s right-wing president,
who has repeatedly disregarded
the threat posed by the deadly virus and dismissed it as a “little flu”.
Thousands of workers have been
infected and the country’s exports
have also suffered from the close
link between Covid-19 and the
meat industry.
China suspended imports from
one Brazilian plant last Friday after chicken wings were found to
contain the virus. It is one of several factories which can no longer
export to China because of new
screening measures at ports.
Viruses can survive up to two
years at temperatures of -20C, but
scientists say there is no strong evidence so far the coronavirus that
causes Covid-19 can spread via frozen food. China, however, is being
ultra-cautious in its efforts to keep
new strains of the virus out of the
country.
In an effort to protect its own export industry, Argentinian officials
have been imposing restrictions on
plants where workers are found to
have the virus. Last month, eight
Argentinian plants were stopped
from exporting to China after workers tested positive. The export suspensions came after Beijing asked
the Argentine government to offer
commercial security guarantees
amid the pandemic.
The constant linking of the novel
coronavirus clusters and the meat
processing industry does not appear
to have resulted in a drop-off in
consumption, but there has been a
boost in recent months for plantbased alternatives in many markets.
In the US, there was a 200 per
cent increase in sales of brands such
as Impossible Foods and Beyond
Meat, which analysts attributed to
the increased prices for meat due to
shortages.

